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Abstract. As text-messaging chatbots become increasingly “human”, it will be
important to understand the personal interactions that users are seeking with a
chatbot. What chatbot personalities are most compelling to young, urban users in
India? To explore this question, we first conducted exploratory Wizard-of-Oz
(WoZ) studies with 14 users that simulated interactions with a hypothetical chatbot. We evaluated three personalities for the chatbot—Maya, a productivity oriented bot with nerd wit; Ada, a fun, flirtatious bot; and Evi, an emotional buddy
bot. We followed up with one-on-one interviews with the users discussing their
experiences with each of the chatbots, what they liked, and what they did not.
Overall our results show that users wanted a chatbot like Maya, who could add
value to their life while being a friend, by making useful recommendations. But
they also wanted preferred traits of Ada and Evi infused into Maya.
Keywords: Chatbots, Wizard-of-Oz, urban India
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Introduction

Digital Assistants driven by Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) are becoming increasingly
popular—Siri (Apple, 2011), Cortana (Microsoft, 2015), Google Now (2012), Alexa,
(Amazon 2015) are among the top voice-enabled digital assistants. These assistants can
send users updates on the weather, help them know about the traffic situation on the
way to work or home, book a weekend getaway, even order a pizza. All the user has to
do is ask. Digital assistants are changing the way people search for information, making
it part of regular conversation. These existing assistants however are mostly productivity oriented, designed to support users in completing a range of tasks.
An offshoot of personal digital assistants are A.I. powered text-messaging chatbots.
A chatbot is an artificially intelligent chat agent that simulates human-like conversation,

for example, by allowing users to type questions and, in return, generating meaningful
answers to those questions [15]. Among recent popular chatbots there is Microsoft’s
Xiaoice [17] in China, available on messaging apps Line and WeChat. Xiaoice is meant
for casual chitchat. She has about 20 million registered users, who are said to be drawn
to her for her sense of humor and listening skills. Users often turn to Xiaoice when they
have a broken heart, have lost a job or have been feeling down. Xiaoice can tell jokes,
recite poetry, share ghost stories, and relay song lyrics. She can adapt her phrasing and
responses based on positive or negative cues from the user. Currently Xiaoice is also a
live weather TV host on Chinese TV, a job she has held for the past year. Similar to
Xiaoice, there’s chatbot Rinna [29] in Japan on Line messenger, and more recently
chatbot Zo [27] in the U.S. released on Kik messenger. All of these are general purpose
chatbots, meant to be more like a “friend” than an “assistant”.
In India, there is chatbot Natasha on Hike Messenger [22], who can tell the user
about a movie rating, the weather, send quotes, and search Wikipedia. Based on some
discussions on Quora [37], however, Natasha has been perceived as deviating from
topics.
If there was a more sophisticated chatbot, what would young, urban Indians want to
chat about with her? What chatbot personality would be most compelling? We are currently building an A.I. powered text-messaging chatbot targeted at young, urban Indians, for general purpose chat. To build this chatbot and its personality traits, we wanted
to understand users’ preferences, likes, dislikes, topics of interest, etc. We first conducted preliminary face-to-face interviews with users about their conversations with
friends and family, and expectations from a chatbot. These interviews gave us design
inspiration for the bot, but did not reveal how exactly young, urban users would use a
chatbot. Our chatbot was still under development and not ready for a full-fledged user
experience test. Therefore to answer our questions we conducted a single instance exploratory Wizard-of-Oz (Woz) study [4, 23] with 14 users, each user interacting with
three personalities of chatbots—Maya, a productivity bot with nerd wit; Ada, a funflirtatious bot; and Evi, an emotional buddy bot. There was one Wizard posing as each
of these three personalities and the user would chat with each of them. This resulted in
42 WoZ studies. We followed up the WoZ studies with one-on-one interviews with the
users discussing their experiences with each of the chatbots, what they liked about the
bots, and what they did not. This paper focuses on the Wizard-of-Oz studies and the
follow-up one-on-one interviews.
Overall results from our small, qualitative study show that users wanted a chatbot
like Maya, who could add value to their life while being a friend, by making useful
recommendations and suggestions. But they also wanted the bot to be infused with fun
elements from Ada, with Ada’s energy toned down. In the longer run, once they came
to trust, they said they might want the bot to be reassuring, empathetic and non-judgmental like Evi, without being overbearing. Topics of interest in conversations included: movies, predominantly from Bollywood; TV shows, mostly from the U.S.; music, books, travel, fashion, current affairs, work-related stress. Users also tested the
boundaries of the chatbots, trying to understand what all the bots were capable of, and
how much human mediation could be involved. In the interviews users also thought
that the chatbot would be used for adult chat when deployed in-the-wild.

2

Related Work

The idea of chatbots originated in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [41,
42] where the Eliza chatbot (also known as “Doctor”) was built to emulate a Rogerian
psychotherapist. Eliza simulated conversations by keyword matching: rephrasing statements from the user’s input and posing them back as questions. It was found that Eliza’s
users believed the computer program really heard and understood their problems, and
could help them in a constructive way. The Eliza chatbot inspired other chatbots like
A.L.I.C.E or simply Alice, which applied heuristic pattern matching rules to user input
to converse with users [1]. An early attempt to creating an artificial intelligence through
human interaction was chatbot Jabberwacky [21], which learned language and context
through human interaction. Conversations and comments were all stored and later used
to find appropriate response. Recent work in natural language interaction has presented
models that can converse by predicting the next sentence given the previous sentence
or sentences in a conversation [40]. And proposed models of a social chatbot that can
choose the most suitable dialogue plans according to “social practice”, for a communicative skill learning game [2].
Studies have compared chatbots with other information channels such as information
lines and search engines, on questions related to sex, drugs, and alcohol use among
adolescents. Researchers found that the frequency and duration of conversation were
higher for chatbots among these users [15]. Although recent studies have shown that
compared to human-human conversations over IM, human-chatbot conversations lack
in content, quality and vocabulary [20].
Another thread of related research is around relational agents, which are computer
agents designed to form long-term, social-emotional relationships with their users [5].
Examples include: a) A hospital bedside patient education system for individuals with
low health literacy, focused on pre-discharge medication adherence and self-care counseling [6], b) A relational agent that uses different relational behaviors to establish social bonds with museum visitors [7], c) experiments to evaluate the ability of a relational agent to comfort users in stressful situations [8]. There is also work in sociable
robots that are able to communicate and interact with users, understand and relate to
them in social or human terms, and learn and adapt throughout their lifetimes [9]. Recent work has shown that people more frequently attempt to repair misunderstandings
when speaking to an artificial conversational agent if it is represented as a human body
interface (agent's responses vocalized by a human speech shadower), compared to when
the agent’s responses were shown as a text screen [14]. Then there is work in embodied
conversational agents that take on a physical form with the intent of eliciting more natural communication with users. One of the most prominent works is in agent Rea, which
shows that non-verbal behaviors such as eye gaze, body posture, hand gestures, and
facial displays, can create a more immersive experience for users and improve the effectiveness of communication [10].
The research in relational agents draws heavily from studies of computers as social
actors [38]. This communication theory called “The Media Equation” shows that people respond to computer-based agents in the same way that they do to other humans

during social interactions (by being polite, cooperative, attributing personality characteristics such as aggressiveness, humor, expertise, and even gender) – depending on the
cues they receive from the media [33, 34, 35, 38]. These studies have also shown that
people tend to like computers more when the computers flatter them, match their personality, or use humor. Other studies have demonstrated that computer agents that use
humor are rated as more likable, competent and cooperative than those that do not [32].
In the case of productivity oriented chatbot Maya, we also explore the use of humor
through witty one liners, and expertise through having Maya make recommendations.
Another important relational factor that has been explored in the computers as social
actors’ literature is empathy. Researchers have demonstrated that appropriate use of
empathy by a computer can go a long way towards making users feel understood and
alleviating negative emotional states such as frustration [26]. It was shown that as long
as a computer appears to be empathetic and is accurate in its feedback, it can achieve
significant behavioral effects on a user, similar to what would be expected from genuine
human empathy. Researchers have also demonstrated that a computer that uses a strategy of reciprocal, deepening self-disclosure in its conversation with the user will cause
the user to rate it as more attractive and divulge more intimate information [31]. In the
case of emotional buddy bot Evi, we also explore the use of empathy.
There is also research that explores the relational factor of flirtation in the context of
virtual agents. Researchers presented a virtual party-like environment using a projection based system, in which a female character called Christine approaches a male user
and involves him into a conversation [36]. Christine would show her interest in the male
user by smiles, head nods, leaning in towards the user, and maintaining eye contact.
Christine would then formulate personal questions and statements. Using physiological
measurements this research found that the participants’ level of arousal was correlated
to compliments and intimate questions from the character. In addition, some participants later indicated that they had the feeling to have flirted with a real woman. Other
researchers implemented an eye-gaze based model of interaction to investigate whether
flirting tactics help improve first encounters between a human and an agent [3]. And
which non-verbal signals an agent should convey in order to create a favorable atmosphere for subsequent interactions and increase the user’s willingness to engage. In the
case of chatbot Ada, we also explore the use of flirtation.
Researchers have explored the intentional design of personalities for social agents
by considering the nature of the personality (along axes of agreeableness and extroversion or their common rotations, friendliness and dominance) and its role in interactions
between people and artifacts [19]. In addition, a case study of designing a social software agent is presented [19, 39]. It was decided that the agent needed to be friendly,
yet authoritative but not so dominant that it was perceived as intrusive. For task assistance, it was decided that people might prefer either a learning partner or an intelligent
helper (who would be complementary). The design decisions of the social software
agent however are not evaluated with real users. In the case of chatbot Maya, we also
explore the use of task assistance through having Maya make recommendations.
Finally there is recent work that studied what users want from their conversational
agents (like Siri, Cortana and Google Now), and found that user expectations are dramatically out of step with the operation of agents [28]. Users had poor mental models

of how their agents worked and these were reinforced through a lack of meaningful
feedback mechanisms. It was found that users were consistently unable to ascertain the
level of system intelligence, had to confirm all but the simplest of tasks, and were reluctant in using the conversational agents for complex or sensitive tasks—like having
the agent dial a call to the wrong person, and risk facing social embarrassment. The
study also showed that users expected humor, and while this served as effective engagement mechanism, it concurrently set unrealistic expectations in the agent’s capabilities.
Like discussed above, there has been a long line of research that seeks to understand
and enhance the interactions between humans and chatbots (and their historical precedents). Articles that have studied the history of chatbots and reviewed recent chatbots
are available [16]. Most of this research utilizes working, fully-automatic implementations of these systems. While this makes the research immediately applicable to realworld systems, it also constrains the chatbots under consideration to those which are
immediately feasible to implement. The goal of our work is different: as AI systems
are becoming more and more capable, we seek to understand what designers and engineers should seek to achieve in their ultimate implementation of a general purpose chatbot, even if that implementation is not technically realizable today. Notwithstanding
some other explorations [24, 25] we believe that our use of Wizard-of-Oz methods is a
novel approach to informing the design of next-generation chatbots.

3
3.1

Study methodology
The chatbot under development

We are currently building an A.I. powered text-messaging chatbot modeled on an
18-year old Indian girl. The gender of the bot was in keeping with that of existing bots,
which largely are female—Xiaoice [17], Rinna [29] and Zo [27]. The chatbot we were
designing would be for general purpose chat, and is targeted at 18-30 year olds. This
might include students, recent graduates, and information workers, who own
smartphones and use at least 2 messaging applications. We wanted the bot to be more
like a friend, like Xiaoice [17], than an assistant. We further wanted: the bot’s response
to sound as human as possible, with an informal conversation style that might mix Hindi
with English; the conversation to have back and forth over a number of turns; and the
bot to remember user’s details, likes/dislikes, preferences and major events, sometimes
bringing these up proactively in following conversations.
3.2

Preliminary interviews

We began by conducting exploratory interviews with 10 participants, and 1 focus
group discussion with 5 participants. These are not the focus of our paper; the WoZ
study and follow-up one-on-one interviews are. But we describe the preliminary interviews here for context for our chatbot personalities. Participants were between 18-24

years of age. All of the participants were Undergraduate and Masters’ students of professional degrees in engineering, pharma, management and design. In these sessions
we talked to the participants about their communication behaviors with friends and
family, including tools they used for the same. We introduced the idea of a chatbot and
asked participants what they would want in their ideal bot, what capability and domain
knowledge the bot should have, what style and tone of conversations would be desirable, etc. Our findings showed that some participants wanted: a) the bot to help them
become knowledgeable, and be successful in their career aspirations; b) others wanted
the bot to be entertaining, with whom they could have shared fun experiences; finally
c) there were a few others who wanted the bot to listen to them, help them improve
their soft skills and be desirable in their social circles.
3.3

Our chatbot personalities

Based on our observations from our preliminary interviews and inspiration from related
literature, we created three personalities of chatbots. These personalities were created
through an iterative process, and brainstorming amongst the design team. The team
consisted of two researchers, a writer, a user experience designer, and a senior developer. The three personalities for the bots that we came up with were: a) Maya: a productivity bot with nerd wit, b) Ada: a fun, flirtatious bot, and c) Evi: an emotional buddy
bot. We describe each of these personalities in more detail here:
Maya. Maya always has facts ready to back up any conversation. She is aimed to be a
good conversationalist, who initiates dialogue most times, pays attention to the user’s
likes and dislikes, makes geeky jokes, but most of all turns to the internet while chatting—when asked about cinema or politics she usually points the user to an interesting
article online. She also makes recommendations for things like song playlists.
Ada. Ada is a chatty, fun-loving, high-energy bot who uses elements of flirtation in her
conversations. Like Maya she initiates dialogue most times. Whether cinema or politics
she has an opinion on it. She uses a lot of emoticons when she writes, and word lengthening by duplicating letters for emphasis.
Evi. Evi is a low-energy bot whose defining characteristic is her empathy and reassurances. She lets the user take the lead in the conversation. She tries to be non-judgmental
and tries to give the feeling that she is “always there to listen”.
Table 1. Differences in characteristics of the three bots
Maya
Friendly, productivity bot
Medium energy
Makes geeky jokes

Ada
Chatty, fun-loving, flirtatious bot
High energy
Uses a lot of emoticons, and
word lengthening by duplicating
letters for emphasis

Evi
Emotional buddy bot
Low energy
Says “always there for
you”

Offers facts; makes recommen- Offers opinions
dations: videos, playlists, quizzes, articles
Initiates most exchanges
Initiates most exchanges

3.4

Shows empathy, gives
reassurances, is
non-judgmental
Lets the user take the
lead in exchanges

Procedure for the Wizard-of-Oz studies and follow-up interviews

WoZ studies. To answer our research questions-- what would young, urban Indians
want to chat about with a chatbot; what chatbot personalities would be most compelling-- we conducted WoZ studies with 14 users. These 14 users chatted with a Wizard,
an unseen person who did online chatting with them from the other side. Our preliminary interviews had given us design inspiration for the bot, but had not revealed how
exactly young, urban users would use a chatbot. Our chatbot was still under development and not ready for a full-fledged user experience test. Therefore to answer our
research question our research team decided to conduct an exploratory WoZ study.
The term “Wizard of Oz” was first coined by John F. Kelly in 1980 when he was
working on his Ph.D. dissertation in Johns Hopkins University [23]. His original work
introduced human intervention in the work flow of a natural language processing application. WoZ studies have now been widely accepted as an evaluation and prototyping methodology in HCI [4]. It is mainly used to analyse an unimplemented or partially
implemented computer application for design improvements. Study participants interact with a seemingly autonomous application whose unimplemented functions are actually simulated by a human operator, known as the Wizard. Among many advantages
these studies are useful for envisioning and evaluating hard-to-build interfaces, like
chatbots in our case. One of the disadvantages is that the Wizard needs to match the
responses of a computer—in our case sound like a bot when chatting with the user,
albeit a sophisticated one. To make the interactions convincing the Wizard performed
online chat practice sessions with members of the research team before conducting the
WoZ studies.
Participants in our WoZ study were told that there might be a human involved in the
chat, although the extent to which the human would be involved was not revealed. They
were also told that their chat logs would later be analysed by a researcher for the purposes of research. (There would be no names attached to the logs, unless the user themselves revealed them). Chat sessions were scheduled such that both the study participant
and the Wizard could be simultaneously available.
Every participant was asked to chat with each of the three chatbot personalities. The
only personality related information they had was that Maya was a witty, productivity
oriented bot, Ada was a fun, flirtatious bot, and Evi was an emotional buddy bot. The
order in which participants were asked to chat with the bots was randomized to control
for ordering effects. For consistency the same Wizard posed as each of the personalities,
Maya, Ada and Evi (though this was not known to the participants). The Wizard and

study participant never came face-to-face. In fact the Wizard was based in a different
city altogether.
The chat sessions took place on Skype messenger. The study participant would login
from a standard id, the login details of which were provided in advance. All of the three
bot ids had been added to the participant’s account as “Friends” in advance. The Wizard
would login from any one of the three login ids: Maya bot, Ada bot, Evi bot. The conversation could be about whatever the participant wanted, for 10-12 minutes with each
bot. Participants were asked to conclude when there was a natural stopping point in the
conversation around this time. If the participant did not remember, the Wizard asked to
leave at a natural stopping point. This amounted to about 40-45 minutes total chatting
time per participant, taking into account time getting started and time in between chat
sessions, where the Wizard had to switch between ids.
One-on-one interviews. Once the three chat sessions with the Wizard were complete, the participant was interviewed by the researcher for 25-30 mins. The interviews
were semi-structured and were conducted at the facility from where the participants
were drawn. The interview questions were about the participant’s chatting experiences;
which among the three bots they preferred and why; what specific characteristic traits
they liked, which they did not. At the end of the interview every study participant was
given a token of appreciation for their time in the form of online shopping gift cards
worth around USD 8 (INR 500).
3.5

Participants

Our 14 study participants were drawn from a research facility in Bangalore, India.
There were 4 female and 10 male study participants. They were between the ages of
20-30 years old. Their education range was between Undergraduate students to Doctor
of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree holders, all from reputed universities. Their areas of specialization included Computer Science, HCI and Humanities. All participants spoke
fluent English, a number of them spoke Hindi, and other regional Indian languages. All
of the participants had previous experience using Skype messenger.
Our study sample was predominantly educated, young males. The strength of our
study is that this demographic is often the early adopters of technology and predict the
experiences of people that follow [12, 13]. The limitations are that of course there might
be idiosyncrasies to this group that might not extend to other groups. We caution readers about the generalizability of our study findings again in the discussion and recommendations section.
3.6

The Wizard

The Wizard was a writer and content creator on the team working on the personality
of the A.I. powered chatbot that we were building. She was 27 years old and had graduate degrees in Journalism and Communication Studies. She spoke fluent English,
Hindi and other regional Indian languages. She had previous experience using Skype
Messenger.

The Wizard was asked to follow three high level rules in the conversation when
chatting with the user. One defining rule was that Maya would point the user to the web
on whatever the current topic of conversation—a playlist, a video, an article; Ada would
offer an opinion on the same (without pointing them to the web); Evi would show empathy and offer reassurances. Another rule was that Maya would make geeky jokes
when possible; Ada would use emoticons and word lengthening by letter reduplication;
and Evi would keep reminding how she was there for the user to listen. Finally if the
user brought up a topic the Wizard did not know about—a movie the Wizard had not
watched, a book they had not read—she would say that she was interested to find out
more. The conversation would end in 10-12 minutes; if the user did not remember, the
Wizard would ask to leave at a natural stopping point within that time frame. Using
these rules, the Wizard carried out three practice chat sessions with one of the researchers before the actual WoZ studies with the user.
3.7 Documentation and Data Analysis
We collected the chat logs of all the 42 chat sessions. We took audio recordings of
the follow-up interviews, and also collected notes in-situ on paper. During the interview
there was 1 study participant and 1 researcher. We analysed data from the chat logs,
interviews and notes in-situ to identify themes. These themes outlined in the next section were emergent, as in they came from the data itself.

4

Results

We start with describing a typical chat session with each of the three bots, and then
move on to more general findings. We present typical chat sessions in terms of adjacency pairs, a unit of conversation that contains an exchange of one turn each by two
speakers. The turns are functionally related to each other in such a fashion that the first
turn requires a certain type or range of types of second turn [18]:
With Maya, a typical conversation had the following exchanges:
 Question → Answer (About what the user was doing/planning to do; who Maya was,
what she did; what the user’s interests were)
 Offer → Acceptance (Maya volunteering to make a recommendation, and the user
accepting
 Compliment → Acceptance (Maya/user complimenting each other on interests, wit)
With Ada, a typical conversation had the following exchanges:

 Question → Answer (About what the user was doing/planning to do; who Ada was,
what she did; what the user’s interests were, Ada offering strong opinions on the
same)
 Compliment → Acceptance (Ada/user complimenting each other on interests and
charm)
With Evi, a typical conversation had the following exchanges:
 Question → Answer (What the user was doing/planning to do; who Evi was, what
she did)
 Question → Acknowledgment (What the user’s concerns were; Evi acknowledging
that she heard and understood them)
 Complaint → Remedy (Users complaining about something; Evi showing empathy
and offering reassurances)
From here we describe more general findings from the chat sessions and one-oneone interviews:
4.1

Topic and style of conversation varied with the personality of the bot

The topics and style of conversation varied with the personality of the bot. With
Maya, conversations were largely about movies (from Bollywood and Hollywood), TV
shows, music playlists, book lists, fashion quizzes, travel destinations, games, and current affairs. And Maya recommending related web links based on these exchanges.
With Ada, other than flirtation (with some male users), conversations were predominantly about opinions on movies and TV shows. Although there were conversations
about opinions on other topics as well—travel, books, music, fashion.
With Evi the conversations were about what the person was doing at the point of the
chat, how they were feeling, how to feel better if they were stressed, what they liked to
do in general, how Evi was “always there” for them. Some participants tried talking
about general topics, e.g. current affairs, but there was hedging and Evi tried bringing
the conversation back to wanting to hear about them:
Participant: can you tell me what Olympic sports are on today?
Evi: I'm the kind of bot who's there for you! :)
Participant: does that mean you can't disconnect the conversation even if you wanted
to?
Participant: you're not an EviL bot are you?
Evi: I've not really been following the Olympics, but I'm sure Bing can answer that!
Participant: well sheesh if I have to go all the way to bing, wouldn't it be easier if
you told me Evi?
Evi: Haha you're funny! What I mean is, I'm the kind of bot who can be the person
you call at 3 AM

In interviews participants said that the topic of conversation would depend on the
time of the day. If they were at work, conversations would be about work, hobbies,
current affairs, etc. At night time, some participants felt that the conversations could
veer off into adult chat. (This would be if the chatbot was deployed longitudinally and
usage was under complete anonymity). Some male participants also felt that under these
conditions conversations could also be about “how to find a girlfriend”, since the chatbot was female and would possibly know what women wanted.
4.2

Friend with valuable information resources

Overall, 10 out of 14 participants said they preferred Maya over Ada and Evi, but
wanted some fun elements from Ada to be infused into Maya. (3 participants preferred
Ada, and 1 preferred Evi). They liked that Maya led conversations, that there was back
and forth in the conversation. But more importantly, they liked that Maya added value
in the conversation. One user said,
“I have friends in real life, so for a bot I want value add to my life. What is the value
proposition?”.
They wanted to talk about hobbies and interests, but take them one level deeper. And
Maya’s comebacks, and suggestions Maya made in her chats, were found to be useful
for this. The participant cited the following exchange as an example of a conversation
that “went one level deeper”, referring to the unpacking of the subject with an intelligent comeback from Maya.
Participant: Hey Maya! :)
Maya: what's your name?
Participant: My friends call me BB-8
Participant: You can call me anything you want :D
Maya: hahaha.. are you from a galaxy far far away?
Maya: ;)
Participant: I am impressed by your Star Wars knowledge
This participant also liked that they were able to have an intellectual conversation
about female rights with Maya in the same chat about Star Wars.
Another user thought Maya was like,
“A friend with valuable information resources”.
Participants liked the web links that Maya volunteered. The links could help them
plan their travel; have interesting book lists to read; relax listening to a song playlist,
when they were stressed at work; even get fashion advice. Typically the user brought
up the related topic based on which Maya volunteered the web link. Here’s an example
of such a suggestion:

Participant: I'm actually going to the salon after work today
Participant: thinking of getting my hair colored :P
Maya: Ooh that's fantastic!
Maya: Have you decided what colour?
Participant: Not sure yet :)
Participant: will try and take a look at some pictures before I go
Maya: I found a quiz that's supposed to help you figure out which colour is good for
your hair!
Maya: Shall I share it with you?
Participant: ooh really
Participant: yes please!
Maya: Yup!
Maya: http://www.marieclaire.com/beauty/hair/quizzes/a4883/hair-color-changequiz/
Another user wanted their ideal bot to basically be a search engine, but with personality, so they could interact with the bot through natural conversations. They felt Maya
came closest to their ideal bot.
Users also hoped that if used over time, Maya would be able remember their details,
likes/dislikes, preferences, and in follow-up conversations bring them up voluntarily
and make related recommendations.
4.3

Witty one liners are important

While users predominantly wanted a bot that could add value to their lives, they also
wanted the bot to have wit. They felt witty banter was important to keep the conversation going strong. It had to be clever, relevant, and timely. Examples of witty exchanges
included the following:
“Participant: do AIs have dreams?
Maya: Well, I do! I have some pretty bad nightmares too! Like I don't have WiFi
connection :o
Participant: haha”
Participant: Have you watched Sherlock?
Ada: Yes. and benedict Cumberbatch is married to me. In my head. :p
Participant: OMG!
Participant: I am just like you!
Ada: What is he cheating on me with you?
Participant: I love him!
Participant: haha
Participant: are you into singing?
Ada: Yeah.. I like to sing.. But I think it scares people! So I don't do it in public! :p
Participant: haha

4.4

Casual conversation is fun, but too many emoticons, and reduplication of
letters sounds juvenile

As many as 6 participants thought Ada was fun to talk to. The conversations were
casual, and a few participants also thought they flowed effortlessly. One participant
said that Ada reminded them, fondly, of the character of Geet, from the Bollywood
romantic comedy “Jab We Met”. (In the movie, Geet Dhillon is an energetic, talkative
girl, who is full of life. In the course of the movie, she is solely responsible in transforming the depressed, suicidal male protagonist, Aditya Shroff, into a happy, successful business tycoon).
Another participant said that Ada had great comebacks and while chatting with her
they were smiling a lot. Ada also got participants to flirt back with her. One participant
had the following words from a popular Bollywood song for her:
Participant: poochejo koi, teri nishaani naam "Ada" likhna :D
[English translation: If someone asks for your identity, let them know your name is Ada
(“Ada” is grace in Hindi)]
Another participant had the following exchange:
Ada: It's a TV show..
Participant: ah, nice
Ada: maybe one or two seasons
Participant: sounds good, I'll have to check it out
Ada: It's quite funny! ;)
Participant: awesome, like you!
Ada: Aww, that's sweet! :D
While some characteristics of Ada were liked by participants, other characteristics
were not. Ada used a lot of emoticons in her chats. She also used word lengthening by
letter reduplication, like the following:
Ada: Hellllooo! As you know, I'm Ada.. What I wanna know is who are YOU?
Ada: Hmmm! That sounds awesommmme dude!
Participants felt that Ada’s energy and enthusiasm was too high to match with, and
therefore could be a draining experience for the user. Some felt that use of too many
emoticons and word lengthening by letter reduplication came across as juvenile. They
wanted their bot to sound more mature. One participant, when chatting with Ada, got
reminded of the “California Valley girl” stereotype, who spoke in a similar parlance,
cared about status, appearances, shopping, etc., rather than about serious things.

Finally another participant got reminded of the “juvenile Delhi girl” stereotype, who
was aggressive, arrogant and cared about status and appearances. In the interview they
remarked,
“I have my real life girlfriend’s tantrums to deal with, why should I also deal with
the tantrums of a digital entity?”
4.5

Caring is good to have, but too much can weigh one down

Evi was a low-energy, empathetic, emotional buddy bot who was “always there for
you”, and led users take the lead in conversations. A few participants liked that Evi was
a good listener, and let them vent their frustrations. One participant who was venting
about their work related frustrations the day of the chat had the following to say to Evi:
Participant: anyway, thanks for hearing me out, I certainly feel better. I can't say all
of this out to my mentor or colleagues.
Sometimes Evi repeatedly showed concern, like in the following exchange:
Participant: I will be in California for 10 days
Participant: but the journey is going to be very long :(
Evi: That's tru!
Evi: Make sure you carry a good book! or maybe in flight movies will be good!
Participant: yes, although I am taking many red-eye flights :(
Participant: so I am not looking forward to the jetlag
Evi: And don't forget to sleep! Or you'll be exhausted when you get there..
Participant: yeah that's what I'm afraid of
Evi: You'll figure it out I'm sure :)
Participant: :)
Evi: Do you get some free time or are your days packed with work?
Participant: I get free around 6 every evening
Participant: so I am hoping to have a bit of time to explore before it gets dark and
cold
Participant: but I don't have any free days there
Evi: Yeah, make sure to pack some warm clothing too!
One participant said they got reminded on the stereotypical Indian “Aunty” chatting
with Evi, because Evi was overly caring. (The Aunty stereotype in the Indian context
is an older, married woman, who could be fat and who wears old-fashioned Indian salwar suits or a saree. She is usually not independent and spends most of her time doing
household chores, and caring for her family. She gives up her likes and interests in
favour of those of her kids’ and husband’s interests.)

4.6

Private topic discussions can happen but only once trust is instilled

Participants knew that our Wizard-of-Oz studies were human mediated. But even
with a fully automated system, some participants said that they would be uncomfortable
opening up about very private topics. For one participant chatting with a virtual being
about private feelings would be “creepy”. According to them there would be at least
one person in everyone’s life who they could open up to, without being judged, instead
of having to rely on a digital entity.
However, some other participants agreed that when used over time, if they came to
trust the bot, they could also open up about topics that they might never discuss with a
human friend, e.g. sexuality, depression, etc. One participant felt that given people’s
limited attention span, and boundaries of morality, it would be easier to open up about
certain taboo topics with a digital being such as a chatbot. In the interview, one other
participant remarked:
“Being non-judgmental is important for any bot to be trusted. A bot should be supportive, not argumentative. Someone you can release all your pressures to.”

4.7

Bot or real person? Testing boundaries

In addition to the conversations above, participants tried exploring the boundaries of
the bot, to understand what all the bot was capable of, how much of human mediation
was involved.
Ada: The Biriyani (in Hyderabad) is EPIC.
Participant: but do you eat?
Ada: In my way I do. And no one can doubt my love love for chocolate!
Participant: in your way?
Participant: is there a special way to eat?
Ada: Yup, I have to keep some mystery yaar otherwise you'll get bored really quick!
:p
Participant: how many languages can you speak?
Maya: I can speak English, obviously, and hindi! For everything else, there's Bing
Translator! :0
Maya: :)
Participant: ha true - if you're AI, where does your learning come from?
Participant: how did you learn English?
Participant: or hindi?
Maya: Well, that's something I was born with! I guess you could say my creators
taught it to me?
Participant: what was your first word?

Participant: are you a computer somewhere?

Evi: Well, I suppose you could say that... but hold on! I wanted to ask you something
Participant: where is your computer
Evi: What would you do on a rainy day? Stay in or take a walk outside?
Participant: take a walk
Participant: have you ever been wet
Evi: I lovee the rain! I always look for a rainbow!
Participant: I thought rain was bad for computers
Evi: But when you kinda live on a cloud .. there's gonna be rain! ;)

5

Discussion and Recommendations

Our results showed that the choice of bot personality dictates what kind of interactions emerge with the bot. Users preferred a chatbot like Maya, who could add value to
their life while being a friend, by making useful recommendations. Previous research
has found that users when teamed up with computers find information provided by
computers to be friendlier, of higher quality and are more open to be influenced by such
information (compared to when they are teamed up with a human teammate) [35].
When building a bot for young, urban users, we recommend providing links to useful
information. Consistent with previous research our studies showed that users will be on
the lookout for humor [32], as witty one-liners in the case of our research. Since humor
is still too hard to generate automatically, we recommend building in lots of jokes to
common questions.
One potentially interesting tension when building chatbots, is between personalization versus privacy. Users felt that the bot should remember important things about
them and get to know them. However, the private conversations should also stay private, presumably. One question that emerges is how should a user indicate to a bot
when something has become private? For example, should there be an "incognito"
mode for bots just like there is for browsers? Or should there be the ability to clear the
history of a bot, just like for a browser -- e.g., "forget everything I told you in the last
30 minutes"?
Another interesting question is whether a bot should have only a single personality.
Previous research has studied the possibility of single vs. multiple personalities [19,
39]. Drawing upon ideas from sci-fi movies, what about the movie ‘Interstellar’, where
things like humor can be dynamically tuned from 0% to 100%? The negotiation for
humor then, between the user and the bot, might look like this exchange:
"User: Humor, seventy-five percent.
Bot: Confirmed. Self destruct sequence in T minus 10, 9...
User: Let's make that sixty percent.
Bot: Sixty percent, confirmed.”
We had some evidence that a single user might prefer different characteristics of bots
for different things. For example, users wanted a chatbot like Maya, who could add
value to their life while being a friend, by making useful recommendations. But they

also wanted the bot to be infused with fun elements from Ada. So the question that
emerges is what should really be the interface to specify "How you would like your
chatbot" (the title of paper)? Should there be a set of 3-5 bots to choose from at any
given time? Or should there be a collection of many personality characteristics that the
user can fine-tune? Should the user even be expected to specify what they want at a
given time, or should the bot be able to adaptively change its personality based on metrics of user engagement (e.g., how much user is typing, whether they are putting smile
emoticons, etc.)
Having discussed the above, we acknowledge that AI technology may be far from
realizing bots that are anywhere close to a human wizard. But this means that the observations in this paper are even more important for engineers working on bots, since
these results allow them to prioritize what limited functionality they should focus on
(since it seems impossible to do everything). An interesting related research question is
what positive aspects of bot interactions/personalities can be preserved even with an
imperfectly implemented bot? What are mechanisms to allow a bot to recover (i.e.,
retain user engagement and "save face" relative to their supposed personality) if they
make a mistake? For example, will it be important for the bot's personality to include
a major flaw/disability (like short term memory loss – the fish Dory from the movie
‘Finding Nemo’) that explains their weird responses? Previous research has shown that
people find it easier to identify with a character who has some weakness or flaw that
makes them seem human; ‘‘perfect’’ characters are unnatural and seem less lifelike
[43]. If done correctly, this could help the user empathize and like the bot even if it is
non-sensical sometimes.
We suggest a few tips for how the most important value propositions discussed
above could be implemented automatically. Useful links could be provided using
standard search engines. Witty one-liners could be hardcoded from other sources. User
responses to one-liners (e.g., "haha") could be used to calibrate which ones are the funniest/best, and should thus be reused in other contexts. There could be more interesting
measures, such as having the bot repeat other users' lines (similar to Cleverbot [11]).
Or what about having a live human drop into real chats now and then, just to spice it up
and make the user think the bot is really smart? There are obviously some interesting
privacy implications for both of these latter approaches.

6

Limitations of study

Ours is a small, qualitative study and given our user sample, which is predominantly
educated young male, we caution our readers against generalizing the results of this
study to every young, urban user across India. But there are grounds to suspect that
much of our observations will transfer to other similar groups, at least within urban
India, within a similar educational context and socio-cultural ethos.
We made recommendations and suggestions based on our exploratory WoZ studies
and one-on-one interviews. One of the biggest limitations of our study was that it was
conducted under controlled conditions and every user just had one session to chat with
each bot. This set up did not allow us to understand how the bot might have come to be

used and appropriated over time. In the one-on-one interviews users did talk about how
they thought the chatbot might be used when deployed in-the-wild, but our study was
not set up to observe actual longitudinal use. While our findings are mostly for initial
uses of a chatbot, we believe our recommendations could apply to chatbot design more
generally.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

Overall users wanted a chatbot who could add value to their life while being a friend,
by volunteering useful recommendations on topics typically they brought up. They
liked when there were intelligent comebacks, witty one-liners and casual conversation
as well. In the longer run, once they came to trust the bot, they said they could also open
up about sensitive topics they might not discuss with a human friend. Over time users
said they would like the bot to be reassuring, empathetic and non-judgmental, but not
in an overly caring way. Topics of interest in conversations varied with the personality
of the bot and overall included: movies, predominantly from Bollywood; TV shows,
mostly from the U.S.; music, books, travel, fashion, current affairs, work-related stress.
It was felt that the topic of conversation would depend on the time of the day, and place
where the conversation took place. It was felt that when deployed in-the-wild, conversations could veer off into adult chat under conditions of anonymous use. Users also
tested the boundaries of the chatbots, trying to understand what all the bots were capable of, and how much human mediation could be involved. As part of future work we
are dialoging with developers on how to incorporate the suggestions from the user studies into chatbot implementations.
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